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This paper proposes the foundation for a systematic study of the translation of 
recursive function definitions into flow charts (often called the removal of recursions). 
Several notions of translation are presented. Emphasis is placed on translation which 
could be performed mechanically, operating only on the syntactic structure of the 
recursion equations. Systems of recursion equations are classified by structure and by 
the dynamics of their implicit computations. A theorem concerned with the relation 
between iterative form recursion equations and flow charts completes Part I. In Part II 
a class of systems of recursion equations which are not translatable is exhibited. 
A restrictive notion of translatability, motivated by a desire for efficient programs as 
translations, is characterized for a wide (decidable) class. Translation algorithms are 
presented. 
PART I 
1. INTRODUCTION TO PART I 
One of the widely circulated but poorly understood notions of the theory of 
programming is the idea that some recursive definitions of functions cannot be trans- 
lated into flow charts. Satisfactory translations are available for typical recursions like 
f (x)  = if x = 0 then 1 else x*f(x --  1). 
However, methods of translation are generally ad hoc and there is a class of recursions 
arising from problems involving "symbolic expressions" for which satisfactory 
translations (without pushdown stores) are not available [McCarthy]. No precise 
characterization f this limitation has been given. This paper presents the results of 
an attempt to define the kind of translation required precisely and to provide a syntactic 
characterization f those systems of recursion equations which can be translated into 
flow charts. 
The notions of translation studied are independent ofany particular implementation 
of the base operations in terms of which functions are recursively defined. (Base 
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operations in the example above are "subtract 1," "multiply," and "test for 0.") For 
this reason, the general notion of translation studied is analogous to the severely 
restrictive notion of equivalence ofprogram schemata in [Paterson]. One reason for this 
approach isthe desirability of a purely syntactic haracterization--especially, one which 
might be handled by a symbol manipulation routine. Another reason is that less 
restrictive notions are generally universal and do not "capture" the programming 
difficulty. (Results in [Rogers] on G6delizations imply the "translatability" of any 
recursion equation.) 
The notion of aflow chart schema is a very natural one involving "assignment" and 
"branching". It is essentially the same as the notion of program schema in [Paterson] 
and closely related to corresponding notions of [Floyd], [Ianov], [Manna], 
[McCarthy], etc. The notion of a branched recursion schema is very closely related 
to corresponding notions in [Kleene] and [McCarthy]. Examples are given in Figs. 1 
and 2. 
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Fic. 1. A flow chart schema: X is in  f ;  A and F are in ~ -- f ; p, q, andrarerankl ele- 
ments of ~; and a, b, c, d, and e are elements of -~' with ranks 0, 1, 1, 2, and 0 respectively. 
Each example represents a method for presenting computable functions. These 
methods have in common a ranked alphabet ~ of base operation symbols, a ranked 
alphabet ~ of predicate symbols, and an alphabet ~ of argument symbols. In the case of 
the flow chart, ~ is a subset of the alphabet .~ of location symbols. In order to present 
a function, a particular location symbol must be chosen to represent the "storage 
place" for the "value" of the function. In the case of the branched recursion equations, 
there is a ranked alphabet :~ of function letters, one of which must be chosen to 
represent the particular function being presented. Each element f of ~- of rank n has 
associated with it a collection of argument symbols, xf l  ,..., xfn, abbreviated xf. 
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BRANCHED RECURSION SCHEMA E: 
f a(g(b(xfl)),g(b(xf2))) if p(xfl,xf2) 
f (xfl,xf2) 
I c(xfl,xf2) if q(xfl,xf2) 
.~(Xgl) = ~ f(d(xgl),e) if r(xgl) 
t e if s(xgl) 
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FIG. 2. A branched recursion schema with its corresponding grammar: xfl,  xf2, and xgl 
are in f ;  p, q, r, and s are in ~;  a, b, c, d, and e are in ~;  andf  and g are in ~.  
Part I contains the bulk of the definitions and preliminary results of the paper. 
(only the most important complex definitions are numbered.) There are parallel 
developments of flow chart presentations and recursive presentations in Sections 2 
and 3. In Section 4, the notions of translatability are defined and a familiar but vague 
idea connecting translatability with "iterative form" [McCarthy] is given a precise 
statement. 
2. FLOW CHARTS 
An assignment statement is a statement of the form A +- b(A 1 ,..., An) or A 1 ~-- A2, 
where b is an element of 5~ of rank n and A, A1 ,A2 ,..., A~ are elements of ~o. 
A predicate statement is a statement of the form p(A 1 ,..., As) where p is an element 
of ~ of rank n and ,41 ..... 7/n are elements of ~ .  
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DEFINITION 2.1. A f low chart schema is a finite connected irected graph with 
labels on some of the nodes and edges, which satisfies the following conditons: 
(1) There is exactly one source node labeled " IN" ;  
(2) There is exactly one sink node labeled "OUT" ;  
(3) The source node has outdegree one; and 
(4) each node except he source and sink either 
(a) is labeled with an assignment statement and has outdegree one, or 
(b) has each of its outedges labeled with a different predicate statement (on 
the same location symbols in the same order). 
A path through a flow chart schema S is a finite sequence no , n 1 ,..., n,~ of nodes of 
S such that n o is the source, nm is the sink, and each pair n~, ni+ 1 is connected by an 
edge from n i to ni+l. A label sequence through a flow chart schema S is the sequence of 
labels encountered on some path through S. 
The notion of a tree is introduced here in its linear aspect as a "term" involving 
parentheses; however, it will often be treated as if it had been introduced in its graph 
aspect. A tree is an element of M, ~,  or ~ ,  of rank 0, or an element of ~a, or an 
expression a(t 1 .... , t,~) where a is an element of M, :~, or #-, of rank n and t 1 ..... t n are 
trees. 
Consider a label sequence Z ~ a 1 ,..., gm through a flow chart schema S. The 
syntactic value of a location symbol A at a point in 2: can be viewed as the (uninter- 
preted) expression stored at the designated location in some underlying machine. 
This evaluation can be extended to trees. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let .~-  0" 1 , . . . ,  O'n~ be a label sequence through a flow chart 
schema S. Let 1 ~< n ~< m and let t be a tree with symbols which appear in S. I f  
n z 1 and t has no leaves from ~qo _ ~,  then val(n, t) - -  t. If  n > 1 and a n is a 
predicate statement, then val(n, t )=  va l (n - -1 ,  t). I f  n > 1 and ~n = A +-u ,  
where u is a tree, then val(n, t) ~ val(n - -  1, t'), where t' is the result of substituting u 
for each occurrence of A in t. If  n = m, val(n, t) = val(n - -  1, t). Otherwise, val(n, t) 
is undefined. 
The syntactic value of the label sequence Z - -  a I .... , am in thef low chart presentation 
(S,  F )  is vale(F) - -  val(m, F), if val (n, an) is defined for each predicate statement an 
if Z; valz(F) is undefined, otherwise. 
I f  two predicate symbols appear on outedges of the same branch node of a flow 
chart shema, they are said to be mutually exclusive. 
DEFINITION 2.3. The label sequence Z ---- ~1 ..... am in the flow chart schema S 
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is inconsistent if there is a pair of mutually exclusive predicate symbols applied to the 
same arguments in the collection of evaluated predicate statements 
ep(Z) ~- {val(n, c~,) I ~n is a predicate statement}. 
I f  there is no such pair, 27 is consistent. (If one of the evaluated predicate statements i
undefined, then Z is neither consistent nor inconsistent.) 
Note that the set of paths through a flow chart schema nd the set of label sequences 
through a flow chart schema are regular sets; but the set of consistent label sequences 
need not be regular. For example, the set of consistent label sequences through the 
flow chart schema S of Fig. 3 is not regular. 
f a(~(b(~[1))) if p(xfl) 
t: f(xfl) = 
c(xfl) if q(xfl) 
FIc. 3. An example of translatability: <e',f > is translatable into <S, F>; but, by Theorem 4.1, 
<d',f > is not operationally translatable into any flow chart presentation. 
DEFINITION 2.4. An interpretation is a map which takes ~ into some domain D 
and ~ and # into collections of partial functions and subsets of appropriate rank on D 
so that mutually exclusive predicate symbols are taken to disjoint subsets. 
I f  I is an interpretation, its natural extension to trees will also be designated L 
Thus I can be viewed as carrying evaluated predicate statements into propositions. 
I f  I(ep(Z)) is a collection of true propositions, then 27 is said to correspond to I. It can 
easily be shown that there is at most one label sequence through a flow chart schema 
corresponding to a given interpretation. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A label sequence is consistent if, and only if, it corresponds to some 
interpretation. 
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The proof of Proposition 2.1 is essentially that presented in [Paterson]: a "free 
interpretation" is chosen in which the domain is trees on f t3 ~ and which takes 
predicate symbols to the sets of trees occurring as their arguments in ep(S) where 27 
is the consistent label sequence. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let F be a location symbol of a flow chart schema S. Let I be an 
interpretation. The value of the flow chart presentation (S, F )  at I, (S, F)(I), is 
I(vatz(F)) , i fZis the consistent label sequence through S corresponding to I; (S, F)(I) 
is undefined, if there is no such label sequence. 
If the disjointness restriction for interpretations of mutually exclusive predicate 
symbols were removed, then (S, F )  could be viewed as presenting a relation between 
unrestricted interpretations and elements of the domains (the results of nondetermi- 
nistic computation). 
The following definitions are based on notions of "free schema" and "equivalent 
schemata" in [Paterson]. 
DEFINITION 2.6. A flow chart schema S or flow chart presentation (S, F )  is free 
if every label sequence through S is consistent. 
Results about free schemata re usually analogous to results for all schemata in the 
case of unrestricted interpretations. 
DEFINITION 2.7. Flow chart presentations (S1,F1) and ($2,F2) are equivalent 
if ($1, F1)(I ) ---- ($2, F2)(I ) whenever either expression is defined. 
Paterson has shown that the problems of deciding whether a schema is free and of 
deciding whether two presentations are equivalent are recursively unsolvable. 
3. BRANCHED RECURSION EQUATIONS 
DEFINITION 3.1. A branched recursion equation is an equation of the form 
l t!. f f (#)  = 9 
t f pmi#) ,  
wheref is an element of o~, Pl ..... p,~ are distinct elements of ~ of the same rank as f, 
and t 1 ..... tm are trees with symbols from f u ~ t3 o~- and leaves from x f  or the 
elements of M of rank 0. A branched recursion schema is a system of branched recursion 
equations (with distinct left sides). 
When elements of o~ appear on the right side of equations in a branched recursion 
schema but not on the left, they will usually be treated as if they were elements of ~. 
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Predicate symbols appearing in the same branched recursion equation are said to be 
mutually exclusive. 
Let (6~,f) be a recursive presentation, i.e., let fbe an dement o f~ occurring on the 
left side of an equation in a branched recursion schema d. Computations 
of (6 ~, f )  can be viewed as productions in a kind of tree-grammar in which the elements 
of ~- play the role of nonterminals while those of ~ tJ 9~ u ~ play the role of terminal 
symbols. Each line 
= t ,  i f  
from the branched recursion equation 
is viewed as a rule, 
l tll " if pl(xf)  
f (x f )  = " 
t if p~(~?e) 
f(~r ti if pi(aTO. 
The order in which these rules are applied to trees (beginning with the treef(xf))  is 
governed by the interpretations of the predicate symbols just as these interpretations 
determine the path through a flow chart. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A production sequence for a recursive presentation (if, f )  is a 
sequence of trees Y ~ t o .... , t2m such that t o -~ f(xlr ) and, for each 0 ~ i ~ m -- 1, 
there is a rule 
g(xy)--~ t if p(xj) ,  
such that (1) t2i+2 is the result of replacing a subtree of t~i with root g by t and then 
replacing the leaves of t in x f by the appropriate arguments ofg in the original subtree, 
and (2) t2i+l is the result of replacing the leaves ofp(x#) by those arguments. 
DEFINITION 3.3. A computation sequence is a production sequence in which each 
production is applied to a subtree which is terminal except for its nonterminal root) 
DEFINITION 3.4. A computation sequence Y = t o ,..., t2m is consistent (inconsistent) 
if ep(Y) ---- {t2i+1 I 0 ~ i ~ m -- 1) is consistent (inconsistent) as a set of evaluated 
predicate statements (v. Definition 2.3). 
A production sequence Y" ~- t o ,..., t2m is said to terminate if t2m is a terminal tree 
(contains no symbol from o~-). Let I be an interpretation. If I(ep(T)) is a collection of 
true propositions, then the computation sequence Y is said to correspond to L 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. I f  Yu = Uo .... , u2m and Yv = Vo ..... v2, are terminating 
consistent computation sequences for a reeursive presentation (if, f )  and Yu and Y~ 
correspond to the same interpretation I, then m -- n and u2m ~ V2n . 
Proposition 3.1 can be proved by establishing a more complicated general proposition 
by induction. The proof is left to the reader. The proof of proposition 2.1 establishes 
the following analogous proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.2. A computation sequence is consistent if, and only if, it corresponds 
to some interpretation. 
DEFINITION 3.5. The value of a recursive presentation (~, f )  at an interpretation/, 
(~, f ) ( I ) ,  is I(t2m), if Y ~ t o ,..., t2m is a terminating computation sequence for ( / ,  f )  
corresponding to I; (if, f ) ( I )  is undefined, if there is no such computation sequence. 
Structural Classification of Branched Recursion Schemata 
DEFINITION 3.6. A rule, f (x / ) - *  t if p(~/), is in iterative form if t is terminal or 
has exactly one nonterminal which occurs at the root. (A schema is in iterative form 
if each rule is.) 
DEFINITION 3.7. A rule, f (~ J ) -+  t if p(xff), is linear if t has at most one 
nonterminal. (A schema is nonlinear unless each rule is linear.) 
DEFINITION 3.8. A schema 6* is a mutual recursion schema if, for each pair of 
function letters (f, g) appearing in e*, there is a finite sequence of function letters, 
f ~ go ,gl  ,...,g~ = g, such that, for i between 0 and n --  1, gi appears in the tree 
of a rule ofgi+ 1 . 
DEFINITION 3.9. A simple recursion schema is a mutual recursion schema such that 
each tree of each rule satisfies 
(1) no two occurrences of function letters are incomparable with respect o the 
tree ordering, and 
(2) every occurrence of an argument symbol is comparable with every occurrence 
of a function letter. 
Dynamic Classification of Recursive Presentations 
DEFINITION 3.10. A recursive presentation (~, f )  is free if every computation 
sequence beginning wi thf (~/)  can be extended to a consistent terminating computation 
sequence. 
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DEFINITION 3.11. A function letter g is conservative in the branched recursion 
schema 6. if there is a consistent terminating computation sequence for (6., g) from 
g(w~) to a tree t which has an occurrence ofeach of the symbols of x27. 
DEFINITION 3.12. An argument symbol xgi is conservative n a branched recursion 
schema 6* if there is a consistent computation sequence for (6., g> with no repetition 
of rules applied from g(a:fl) to a tree t such that the i-th argument of (some occurrence 
of) g in t has some occurrence ofan argument symbol. 
DEFINITION 3.13. An anarchic recursive presentation is a free recursive presen- 
tation in which 
(1) No predicate symbol occurs twice; 
(2) Every argument symbol (in the tree of each rule) is immediately covered 
by some base operation symbol; 
(3) Each occurrence of a function letter covers some base operation symbol 
not covered by other Occurrences of the same function letter; and 
(4) Each function letter and argument symbol of 6* is conservative. 
The notions of free and anarchic recursive presentations play similar roles to the 
notions of "free" and "liberal" program schemata in [Paterson]: The anarchic presen- 
tations form a decidable subclass of the undecidable class of free presentations. 
4. TRANSLATABILITY 
DEFINITION 4.1. The recursive presentation (6*,f) is translatable into the flow 
chart presentation (S, F> if, (6*,f>(I) --= (S, F>(I), whenever (6*,f>(I) or (S, F>(I) 
is defined. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The operation sequence of a label sequence Z is the sequence 
op(Z) of syntactic values of predicate statements and right sides of nontrivial assign- 
ment statements ( tatements not of the form A +-- B) encountered in Z. 
For example, consider the label sequence 
Z = in, p(X), X+--b(X), q(X), X+-a(X), r(X), F+-X, out. 
op(Z) =p(X) ,  b(X), q(b(X)), r(a(b(X))). 
The following construction is an extension of the notion of operation sequence to 
computation sequences. An operation sequence for a computation sequence is, roughly, 
the operation sequence of some label sequence which would execute the computation. 
Let Y = t o ,..., t2m be a computation sequence for (g , f ) .  For each I ~ j ~ m, 
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let st(j) be a sequence of the terminal subtrees of t2j, excluding elements of ~c, such 
that ~t(j) extends the partial ordering on subtrees induced by t2~. Consider the sequence 
tt = t l ,  tz(1), ta, el(2),..., t2j_l, u(j), t2j+l ,..., t2m_l, u(m). 
Note that generally many such sequences gz can be constructed from Y. If  the elements 
of ~ or ~ appearing in d ~ were subscripted so that no element-subscript air 
appeared twice in d ~ and, if the changes were carried over to ~, it would, in general, 
reduce the number of duplications in u. Let v be the sequence resulting from deleting 
from ~r those elements which would duplicate previous elements even under the change 
described above. Let ~/ be the sequence resulting from deleting each element of 
which duplicates a previous element, except for the evaluated predicate statements. 
DEFINITION 4.3. An operation sequence of the computation sequence Y is any 
sequence ~ which contains v' as a subsequence and is contained in v as a subsequence, 
where v and v' are constructed as described above. The set of operation sequences of 
Y will be denoted by Op(Y). 
For example, let d ~ consist of the single-branched recursion equation 
f(x) = t a(f(a(b' x)),f(a(b, x))) if p(x) 
tc(x) if q(x). 
A consistent terminating computation sequence Y -- t o ,..., t 6 for <g, f )  is given by 
t o =f (x ) ,  
t 1 ~ p(x),  
t 2 ~ af (a(b ,  x)), f (a(b,  x))), 
t~ ~- q(a(b, x)), 
t, = a(c(a(b, x)), f (a(6,  x))), 
t 5 ~- q(a(b, x)), 
t 6 = a(c(a(b, x)), c(a(b, x))). 
The possible choices for v are 
The only choice for ,v' is 
indicated by corresponding sequences of roots: 
pbabqcqca, 
pbbaaqcqca. 
pbaqcqa. 
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Thus, there are twelve elements of Op(Y): 
pbaqcqa, 
pbaqcqca, 
pbaaqcqa, 
pbabqcqa, 
pbbaqcqa, 
pbaaqcqca, 
pbabqcqca, 
pbabaqcqa, 
pbbaqcqca, 
pbbaaqcqa, 
pbabaqcqca, 
pbbaaqcqca. 
DEFINITION 4.4. The recursive presentation (60,f) is operationally translatable 
into the flow chart presentation (S ,F )  if (60,f) is translatable into (S ,F )  and, for 
each consistent label sequence Z' through S, there is a consistent terminating compu- 
tation sequence Y for (if, f )  such that op(•)is in Op(Y). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let ~ be a mutual recursion schema such that (~, f )  is free. Then 
(~, f )  is operationally translatable into a flow chart presentation if, and only if, @ is in 
iter ative form. 
The method of proof of Theorem 4.1 involves exploiting the relationship between 
a finite automaton and the flow chart viewed as a machine controlling computation. 
This theorem makes precise the statement in [McCarthy] that "the translation from 
recursive function to flow chart.., is immediate, only if the recursion equations are 
in iterative form." 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. First, assume 60 is in iterative form. The construction of the 
flow chart schema follows the well-known translation procedure. For each function 
letter g of 6 ~ create abranch node and label its outedges with the predicate statements 
from the rules for g. For a rule of the form g -+ t if p (~)  where t is terminal, the 
outedge labeled p(xs should be connected to a "sequence" of assignment odes (and 
then to the sink node) such that the last assignment is to F and the operation sequence 
of the label sequence through these nodes is the part of some operation sequence (for 
a computation sequence for (60, f ) )  corresponding to the application of the rule. For 
a rule of the form g --~ h(t 1 ..... t~) if q(xy), where t t .... , t,~ are terminal, the outedge 
labeled q(xs should be connected to a succession of similar sequences which 
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"compute" t1 ,..., t n as above, except that the results should be stored in distinct 
location symbols A 1 ..... An 9 Finally, the succession should be connected to assignment 
nodes labelled xhl ~ A 1 .... , xhn ~-- A n , and returned to the branch node constructed 
for h. The source node of the flow chart S being constructed should be connected to 
the branch node constructed for f. The proof that (if, f )  is operationally translatable 
into (S ,F )  is then a straightforward induction on the length of the computation 
sequence = the number of predicate statements in the label sequence. 
Assume that ~ is not in iterative form. Since (~, f )  is free and mutual, there is a 
computation sequence l r = t o .... , t2m for (~, f )  such that f occurs in t2m in a position 
other than the root and the only other occurrences of nonterminals in t2m are above 
the occurrence of f. This sequence can be iterated n times (for any n) and then 
terminated in a uniform way to produce aconsistent terminating computation sequence 
Yn, the last part of which is n repetitions of a sequence which terminates the nonter- 
minals above f. I f  there are no nonterminals above f in t2m , and if f is terminated 
conservatively (v. Definition 3.11), then any sequence in Op(Yn) must have at least n 
elements after the last evaluated predicate statement. If  there are nonterminals above f, 
then any operation sequence of Yn must, neglecting all but evaluated predicate 
statements, end with a particular sequence of evaluated predicate statements repeated 
n times. Since a flow chart schema can be viewed as a finite automaton taking predicate 
symbols as inputs, neither of these situations is achievable by flow chart translation; 
in the first case, the flow chart schema would have to have arbitrarily long paths from 
the last branch node to the sink; in the second case, the finite automaton control would 
have to reach the final state (the sink) after an arbitrary number of repititions of the 
same input without any change in the input. The remaining case to be considered is
that in which there are only terminals above f in t2~ but f is not conservative. The 
problem here is that the terminal tree of Yn (or some close subtree) might have appeared 
as a subtree of some earlier tree of Yn 9 There is a natural correspondence b tween the 
maximal terminal subtrees occurring in one iteration of 1(" and those occurring in the 
next iteration. The tree in the latter iteration can be obtained from the one in the 
former by replacing each occurrence of an argument symbol by the subtree in that 
argument place after one iteration. Let v(n) be the terminal tree of ]/'n. The tree 
v(n + 1) is obtained in the same way except hat it grows at the root as well as at the 
leaves. 
Either the trees v(n) eventually have no argument symbols or some argument symbol 
xfi occurs periodically in v(n): (a) suppose the v(n) eventually have no argument 
symbols. The size of such subtrees of earlier trees in Yn is bounded, because, on each 
iteration these trees grow only from the argument symbols and each argument symbol 
grows exactly the way it grew in any other iteration; (b) suppose the v(n) periodically 
have an occurrence of xfi. Let p be the number of iterations in a period. For all periods, 
the length of the path from (the corresponding occurrence of) xfi to the root of the tree 
that replaces xfi in one period is some constant k. But since v(n) grows also from 
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the root, the distance from this occurrence of xfi to the root grows by at 
least k + p. Each terminal subtree of a nonterminal tree of Y'~ which contains xfi 
grows (in this xfi deirection) at a rate of k per period. Each terminal subtree of a 
nonterminal tree of Y~ which contains xfi can be traced back to one of the above trees 
from 1:~. In either case (a) or (b), the v(n) grow too fast to be contained (or almost 
contained) in nonterminal trees of Yn for the infinitely many n for which xfi occurs in 
v(n). So both cases eventually have the same difficulties as the case in which f is 
conservative. Thus (d , f )  is not operationally translatable into a flow chart presen- 
tation and the proof of Theorem 4.1 is complete. 
The fact that (~, f )  is free was used only to guarantee the existence of the compu- 
tation sequence Y which could be iterated and then terminated consistently. The 
method of proof can be strengthened so that all that is required is a nonterminal 
computation sequence Y (withf occurring in the last tree away from the root and with 
terminal arguments) which can consistently be iterated and then terminated in a 
repetitive way. This sequence could be used to guarantee that any flow chart operational 
translation would have label sequences which repeated the same pattern arbitrarily 
often and then left it. Again, because of the finite automaton control, no flow chart 
schema could have such sequences. However, any syntactic characterization of
operational translatability for general mutual recursive presentations is left as an open 
problem. 
Any branched recursion schema can be decomposed into mutual recursion schemata 
in such a way that, if the mutual recursion schemata re (operationally) translatable, 
then so is the whole branched recursion schema. In private correspondence, Paterson 
has pointed out that examples like (6 ~, f )  where g is 
f(xf l)  = {g(xfl, xfl) 
Ixgl 
g(xgl, xg2) = ta(g(a(xgl, a(a(xg2)))) 
if r(xfl), 
if p(xgl, xg2) 
if q(xgl, xg2), 
are operationally translatable into flow chart presentations even though one of the 
decomposition parts is not operationally translatable. However, in the anarchic ase, 
this situation cannot arise. 
When an anarchic recursive presentation (o~, f )  is decomposed into mutual recursive 
presentations, it is easily decidable which rules--and thus, which mutual recursion 
schemata--are achable from f. Since those rules which are not reachable cannot 
influence the translatability of (8 , f ) ,  anarchic recursive presentations will be assumed 
to have only reachable rules for the rest of this paper. Under this assumption, 
Theorem 4.1 can be used to characterize the operational translatability (into flow 
charts) of all anarchic recursive presentations: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. An anarchic recursive presentation is operationally translatable 
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into a flow chart presentation if and only if each of its (reachable) mutual recursive 
components is. 
The proof of Proposition 4.2 is similar to that of Theorem 4.1 and is left to the reader. 
The motivation for study of the notion of operational translation (Definition 4.4) 
is more easily understood in terms of its extension to translation into flow charts 
augmented by control devices which will be given in Part I I  (Definition 6.5). A notion 
of translation is desired for which statements about he efficiency of the object in terms 
of length of path can be derived uniformly from such statements about the source. 
The operation sequence (Definitions 4.2 and 4.3) is to be thought of as the common 
ground between recursive and flow chart presentations on which time comparisons 
can be made independent of the relative execution times of the operations. In calling 
for the execution of the tree a(bx, bx, cx), a rule of a recursive presentation does not 
specify whether b shall be executed once or twice, nor does it specify the order of 
execution of b and c. So this amount of latitude has been left in the definition of 
operational translation. 
Figure 3 gives an example of a recursive presentation which is translatable but not 
operationally translatable into a flow chart presentation Paterson and Hewitt have 
shown that any linear reeursive presentation is translatable into a flow chart presen- 
tation.Part II will continue the study of translatability, presenting examples of recursive 
presentations which are not translatable into flow chart presentations, even when the 
latter are augmented by almost arbitrary control divices. 
PART I I  
5. INTRODUCTION TO PART I I  
Flow charts and recursion equations are both known to be "universal" methods for 
presenting computable functions. So, in view of results in [Rogers], it might be 
expected that any recursive presentation be translatable into some flow chart 
presentation. However, the universality of both methods depends on the choice of 
particular base functions and predicates. The usual way to translate recursion equations 
into flow charts involves constructing flow charts for a pairing function (a one-one 
function from pairs of numbers to numbers) and its inverses in order to simulate a 
pushdown store. This method requires a fixed interpretation for some of the base 
functions and predicates. The definition of translatability would apparently have to be 
restricted to considering a collection of interpretations which all agreed on the selected 
set of terminal symbols. It will be shown that such a restriction is necessary; if the 
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presentations are viewed as presenting functions on arbitrary interpretations, then there 
are recursive presentations of functions which have no flow chart presentations. 
Instead of restricting the definitions of translatability, the selected set of symbols can 
be viewed as representing new "devices" which are "attached to" the flow chart in 
order to provide new methods of presenting computable functions. The rest of the 
paper considers translatability into these augmented flow chart presentations. 
6. COUNTER AUGMENTED FLOW CHARTS 
Flow charts augmented with counters have a special collection cg of counter symbols 
as a subset of the set 5r of location symbols. Let N be a set of symbols representing 
the integers. Assignment s atements involving counter symbols are only allowed to take 
one of the three forms, 
(1) C *-- D, 
(2) C~ n, or 
(3) C <--- D + n, where 
C and D are in c# and n is in N. Thus no "communication" is allowed between counter 
symbols and other location symbols. While other locations are viewed as capable of 
"storing" objects from any domain, counters are viewed as capable of storing only 
integers. 
Predicate statements involving counter symbols are only allowed to take one of the 
four forms: 
(1) C ~- n, (2) C=A n, 
(3) C=D,  or (4) C=AD, where 
C and D are in cg, and n is in N. These forms are treated as abbreviations for (1) EQn(C), 
(2) NEQn(C), (3) EQ(C, D), or (4) NEQ(C, D), where EQn, NEQn, EQ, and NEQ are  
elements of a special set ~c of counterpredicate symbols, a subset of the set ~ of 
predicate symbols, which are used only with counter symbols. 
The following definition is lifted almost entirely from Definition 2.1 of Part I. 
DEFINITION 6.1. A counter augmented flow chart schema or counter schema is a 
finite connected irected graph with labels on some of the nodes and edges, which 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) There is exactly one source node labeled " IN;"  
(2) There is exactly one sink node labeled "OUT;"  
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(3) The source node has outdegree one; and 
(4) Each node except he source and sink either 
(a) is labeled with an assignment statement (involving counters or not involving 
counters) and has outdegree one, 
(b) has each of its outedges labeled with a different predicate statement not 
involving counters (on the same noncounter location symbols), or 
(c) has each of its outedges labeled with a different predicate statement involving 
counters (on the same counter symbols). 
The notions of "path" and "label sequence" are defined exactly as in Section 2. 
A counter augmented flow chart presentation or counter presentation is a pair <S, F) ,  
where S is a counter schema and F is a noncounter location symbol appearing in S. 
The syntactic value of a term not involving counters is defined as in Section 2. However, 
if t is a term involving counters, val(n, t) is the numeral or proposition involving 
numerals resulting from actually applying the counter operations and predicates in 
the syntactic value as defined in Section 2. Of course, val would be undefined for such 
expressions as +2(--3(2)). 
Let Z be a label sequence through a counter schema. The collection ep(Z) is again 
{val(n, a,,) {a. is a predicate statement). The sequence Z is inconsistent if ep(Z) 
contains a pair of mutually exclusive noncounter predicate symbols applied to the 
same arguments or a false proposition about integers. Otherwise, if each of the 
evaluated predicate statements i  defined, Z is consistent. 
The notion of an "interpretation" is defined as in Section 2, except hat interpre- 
tations operate only on the noncounter symbols (the interpretations of counter symbols 
are fixed). Again, if I(ep(Z)) is a collection of true propositions, Z corresponds to I. 
The value <S, F)(I) is defined exactly as in Section 2. 
DEFINITION 6.2. The recursive presentation <do, f> is translatable into the counter 
presentation <S,F> if, <d~ <S,F)(I) whenever <do, f>(/)  or <S,F>(I) is 
defined. 
DEFINITION 6.3. The operation sequence of a label sequence Z through a counter 
schema S is the sequence op(Z) of syntactic values (numerals or propositions in the 
case of counters) of predicate statements and right sides of nontrivial assignment 
statements encountered in Z. 
DEFINITION 6.4. The refined operation sequence ofa label sequence Z is the sequence 
rop(Z) which results from deleting numerals and propositions about integers from 
DEFINITION 6.5. The recursive presentation <do, f )  is operationally translatable 
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into the counter presentation (S, F )  if (@, f )  is translatable into <S, F )  and, for each 
consistent label sequence Z through S, there is a consistent terminating computation 
sequence r for (d~ such that rop(Z) is in Op(r). 
A counter schema is essentially a flow chart schema controlled by a counter machine. 
The number of counter instructions, as a function of the number of noncounter 
instructions can be discussed as the time in which the counter machine operates 
(see [F, M, R]). 
DEFINITION 6.6. Let T be a function from positive integers to positive integers. 
Let op(Z) ~ t I ,..., t n be the operation sequence of a consistent label sequence Z
through a counter presentation S. If, for each 1 ~ m ~ n, the number of numerals 
in t 1 ..... tm is less than or equal to T (the number of noncounter predicates in t 1 ,..., tin), 
then Z is said to be T-restricted. I f  each consistent label sequence through S is 
T-restricted, then S is said to be T-restricted. If S is T-restricted for some T which is 
linear, polynomial, or exponential, then <S, F )  is said to be a linear, polynomial, or 
exponential time counter presentation, respectively. 
In unrestricted operation, the counters of a counter augmented flow chart can easily 
simulate a pushdown control. Thus, it might be expected that every recursive presen- 
tation be translatable into a counter augmented flow chart presentation (simple 
recursions can be so translated). However, the lack of "communication" between 
counters and other locations prevents the pushdown control from being used for 
storage. 
Recall that a nonterminal g is conservative in a branched recursive schema o ~ if 
there is a consistent erminating computation sequence for <do, g) such that each 
symbol from x 2 occurs in the terminal tree. 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (do, f> be a free mutual recursive presentation with a computation 
sequence from f (xf)  to a tree t with a pair of incomparable (in the tree ordering) occurrences 
o f f  such that the only nonterminals which dominate either occurrence are conservative. 
Then <do, f> is not translatable into a counter augmented flow chart presentation. 
COROLLARY 6.2. 1fall nonterminals of do are conservative and (o~,f) is a free mutual 
recursive presentation with incomparable occurrences of some nonterminals in the tree of 
some rule, then <do, f> is not translatable into a counter augmented flow chart presentation. 
The proof of Theorem 6.1 will require the introduction of additional machinery for 
studying the trees that can be syntactic values of location symbols. 
DEFINITION 6.7. A subtree path through a tree t is a sequence ,4 _ 3 a ,..., 3n of 
subtrees of t such that 
(1) 31 is a leaf of t 
(2) 3. = t; 
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(3) if 3i is a proper subtree of 3j, then i < j; 
(4) if 3i and 8~ are duplicates, then i = j; and 
(5) each subtree of t appears in A (excluding duplicates). 
DEFINITION 6.8. Let A = 31 ,..., 3n be a subtree path through t. The maximum 
number of uncovered subtrees on A, denoted N(A), is the maximum of the numbers 
u(m) for 1 ~< m ~ n, where u(m) is the cardinality of {3i I i ~< m, and 3i is not a proper 
subtree of 3j for any j ~ m}. For example, let t ----- a(b(c, x), d(b(c, x))). A subtree 
pathA =31 .... , 3a is given by 
31 = X~ 
3 2 = C, 
3~ - b(c, x), 
3, = d(b(c, x)), 
3~ = a(b(c, x), d(b(c, x))). 
The sequence u(1),..., u(5) is 1, 2, 1, 1, 1; so N(A) -- 2. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let (S, F)  be a counter presentation. Let X be a consistent label sequence 
through S and let t = vals(F) be defined. Then there is a subtree path A through t on 
which the maximum number of uncovered subtrees does not exceed the number of (noncounter ) 
location symbols appearing in S. 
Proof of Lemma 6.1. Let X = a a ,..., a,, .  Let Z' 1 be the subsequence of Z' obtained 
by deleting predicate statements, tatements involving counters, and all assignment 
statements after the last assignment to F. For each i, let Xi+ 1 be the subsequence of X i 
obtained by deleting any a -- A ~-- u (except he last a) such that A appears on the 
left of an assignment after a in S i before A appears on the right (i.e., A is reassigned 
before it is used) or A never appears on the right side after a (A is never used). Since 
Z is finite, there is some i such that Xi = ~i+1 ; let F = L'~. Since valr(F) is defined, 
valr(F ) = val~(F) = t. Let f '  = )'1 ..... )'~- 
Let 31 ,..., 3x be a sequence of all the argument symbols appearing in t. Let 3x+1 ,..., 3~ 
be the subsequence of op(F) obtained by deleting all but the first of each collection of 
duplicate subtrees. Then A = 3 x ,..., 3u is a subtree path through t. 
For each 31, i > x, there is a unique smallest j such that )'j = A +- u, for some A 
and u, and 3 i = val(j, u). Such a )'~- is said to reach 3i. If  3i is reached by )'~- and no 
tree containing 3i as a proper subtree is reached by )'k for k <~ p, then, for each k, 
j <~ k <~ p, there is some location symbol A such that val(k, A) = 3 i . 
There is some 3i such that u(i) = N(A). Since u(j) = j for 1 <~ j ~ x, assume i > x 
and 3 i is reached by some ~.  Let 3k be any element contributing to the count u(i). 
I f  3 k is an argument symbol, then either 3~ is reached by some assignment before 
57~/5/3-6 
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7i or val(j, 8k )= 8k- In any case, there is some location symbol A such that 
val(j, A) = 8 k . Thus N(A) cannot exceed the number of location symbols and the 
proof of Lemma 6.1 is complete. 
A full binary tree of depth n is a tree t such that each symbol of t is of rank 2 or 0 and 
each leaf is distance n from the root. For example, the tree e(d, e) is a full binary tree 
of depth 1. A tree map m from a tree t into a tree u is a map which takes each occurrence 
of a subtree of t to an occurrence of a subtree of u in such a way that the subtree 
relation is preserved (duplicate subtrees of t may be taken to distinct subtrees of u). 
DEFINITION 6.9. A tree u has full binary depth n if n is the largest k such that there 
is a one-one tree map m from a full binary tree t of depth k into u which carries each 
of the 2 k leaves of t to a subtree of u which is not duplicated in u. 
For example, the tree a(b(c(d, e)), b(c(e, e))) has full binary depth 1 as does the tree 
a(a(d, e), c(b(d), b(e)), but a(a(a(d, d), a(d, e)), a(a(e, d), a(e, e))) has full binary depth 2. 
LEMMA 6.2. The maximum number of uncovered subtrees on any subtree path through 
a tree must be greater than its full binary depth. 
Proof of Lemma 6.2. Let u be a tree with full binary depth n > 0. Let t be a full 
binary tree of depth n with distinct leaves, a(1),..., a(2n). Then there is a one-one 
tree map m from t into u such that each m(a(i)) is not duplicated in u and such that m 
preserves least upper bounds. 
Let A = ~1 ,.-., 8~ be any subtree path through u. Let b(1),..., b(2 n-l) be the 
subtrees of t of depth 1 and let 71 be the last of the images of the b(i) to appear in A. 
Let 71 ,..., 7n be the sequence of elements of A which are images of subtrees of t which 
contain m-1(71) as a subtree (ordered by the subtree relation, which is also the order of 
appearance in A). Let ~i be the element of A just before 71. For each 1 ~ j ~ n, 
let/'~ --  {~k [ k ~ i, ~k contain an image of a leaf of t as a subtree, 8k be a subtree of 
7~', ~k not be a subtree of )9-1, and ~k not be a proper subtree of any 8q with q ~ i}. 
Then the sets/ ' j  are disjoint and the cardinality of their union is less than or equal 
to u(i). 
Since 71 is the image of one of the b(j), and m preserves least upper bounds, /'1 
must contain at least two elements. Since 71 is the last of the images of the b(j) to 
appear in A, the image of each leaf of t must have appeared at least as early as ~i in A. 
Thus each Fj is nonempty and N(A) >/u(i) >~ n + 1. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. The method of proof involves playing Lemma 6.1 against 
Lemma 6.2. It will be shown that any counter presentation translation of (6~ 
would have to "produce" trees of arbitrary full binary depth. 
Let (~, f )  be a free mutual recursive presentation with a computation sequence to 
a tree t with incomparable occurrences of f not dominated by nonconservative non- 
terminals. Since o a is free, it can be assumed that the arguments of the f ' s  in t are 
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terminal subtrees and that the only other nonterminals in t are above at least one 
of the f 's .  
Each subtree of t with root f can be developed by the same computation sequence 
into a tree with the properties of t. In order to produce a tree of full binary depth n, 
uniformly develop t into a tree with 2 2n parallel f 's. Then develop f ' s  number 1, 
24 + 2, 2 " 2 n + 3,..., (2 '~ --  2) 9 2 n + 2 '~ --  1, and 22n one step further. Uniformly 
terminate all f ' s .  Finally, uniformly and conservatively terminate all other 
nonterminals. The result will have full binary depth at least n. 
Suppose (S, F )  were a translation of ( t ,  f ) .  Then, for each n, there would have to 
be a consistent label sequence L" through S such that valx(F) had full binary depth at 
least n. By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, S could not have a finite number of location symbols 
Thus no counter presentation is a translation of ( t ,  f ) .  
COROLLARY 6.3. I f ( i f ,  f )  has consistent terminating computation sequences producing 
terminal trees of arbitrary full binary depth, then ( t , . f  ) is not translatable into a counter 
presentation. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Such an (if, f )  is not translatable into a flow chart presentation. 
For an example of an application of Theorem 6.1, consider the schema 6~ 
f(a(f(b(x)),f(c(x)))) if p(x) 
f (x)  = td(x) if q(x). 
The computation sequence f(x), p(x), f(a(f(b(x), f(c(x)))) satisfies the requirement of 
the theorem. The tree produced by the method prescribed in the proof to have full 
binary depth at least 1 would be d(a(d(tl) , d(t2))) , where 
tl = a(d(a(d(b~(x)), d(c(b2(x))))), d(c(b(x)))) 
and 
t 2 = a(d(b(c(x))), d(a(d(b(c2(x))), d(c~(x))))). 
7. OPERATIONAL TRANSLATION INTO TIME RESTRICTED COUNTER PRESENTATIONS 
The motivation for introducing counters into flow charts but neglecting them in the 
operation sequences (for operational translation) is that, under certain conditions, the 
time required to perform the counter operations is insignificant compared with that 
required for the other base operations; especially, if the latter are "subroutines" of 
arbitrary complexity. However, this time will no longer be insignificant when the 
counter machine operates in exponential time, as is often the case when the counters 
are used to simulate a pushdown control. Consequently, the counters used to augment 
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flow charts for operational translation of recursive presentations will be time restricted. 
The rest of this paper will be concerned with classifying those anarchic recursive 
presentations which can be operationally translated into polynomial time counter 
presentations. This class is a reasonable first approximation to the class of recursive 
presentations which can be operationally translated without using pushdown stores. 
The following theorem implies that it is sufficient to consider only simple presentations. 
THEOREM 7.1. I f  a rule of mutual recursion schema ~ has a tree in which a function 
letter and an argument symbol have incomparable occurrences and (~, f )  is anarchic, 
then (d, f )  is not operationally translatable into a counter augmented flow chart 
presentation. 
Proof of Theorem 7.1. Let (if, f )  be an anarchic mutual recursive presentation 
with a tree with incomparable occurrences of the function letter g and the argument 
symbol xhi. Since (6~,f) is mutual, there is a consistent computation sequence from 
f (x f )  to a tree with an occurrence of h at the root of an otherwise terminal subtree. 
Also, there is a consistent computation sequence from g(x2) to a similar tree. Since 
is anarchic, there are consistent computation sequences from h(x~) to trees in which h 
occurs with terminal arguments and with the i-th argument of h a tree of arbitrarily 
large depth. Thus, for each n > 0, there is a consistent computation sequence from 
f (~f )  to a tree tn in which a nonterminal and more than n distinct erminal subtrees 
are all incomparable. The tree tn can be terminated in a conservative way to a terminal 
tree u n with occurrences of all the distinct subtrees mentioned above. The method of 
proof of Lemma 6.1 shows that no counter presentation could be the operational 
translation of (@, f ) :  each of the arbitrarily many distinct erminal subtrees would have 
to be assigned a separate location symbol. 
COROLLARY 7.2. I f  an anarchic recursive presentation (~, f )  is operationally 
translatable into a counter presentation, then each (reachable) mutual recursive component 
of (~, f )  is simple. 
THEOREM 7.3. f f  an anarchic recursive presentation (g , f )  is operationally trans- 
latable into a T-restricted counter presentation (S, F), then the set of sequences of 
noncounter instructions encountered on consistent paths through S is recognizable by a 
T-restricted counter machine. 
COROLLARY 7.4. I f  <S, F)  (above) is a flow chart presentation, then the set of 
sequences is regular. 
Proof of Theorem 7.3. Let (8, f )  be an anarchic recursive presentation which is 
operationally translatable into the T-restricted counter presentation (S, F~. It suffices 
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to show that the set of noncounter predicate symbols encountered on consistent paths 
through S is T-recognizable (recognizable by a T-restricted counter machine). 
Note that, if r is a terminating computation sequence for (o~,f), then the 
subsequences of evaluated predicate statements of operation sequences in Op(r) are 
all identical. Call such a subsequence the predicate sequence of~-. 
Let 6 be a branch node on some consistent path through S. By Corollary 7.2 (~, f )  
must be decomposable into simple recursive presentations. Thus the sequence of 
(evaluated) predicate statements encountered on the consistent path up to 6 is the 
predicate sequence of a unique computation sequence for (E , f ) .  Only one branched 
equation of (o ~, f )  is applicable, so its predicate statements must label outedges of 6. 
Moreover, consistent paths must take all of these outedges and they must be the only 
consistent extensions of the path under consideration through 6. 
A finite automaton can keep track of which rule of <o  ~, f )  is applied corresponding to 
each noncounter predicate statement encountered. A T-restricted counter machine 
taking noncounter predicate symbols as input can keep track of the T-restricted 
counters of (S, F). Thus the set of noncounter predicate symbols encountered on 
consistent paths through S is T-recognizable. 
8. A CLASSIFICATION FOR THE ANARCHIC CASE 
Negative results on the operational translatability of simple anarchic recursive 
presentations presented in this section together with the algorithms of Section 9 
provide a complete characterization for anarchic recursive presentations operationally 
translatable into polynomial time counter presentations. 
DEFINITION 8.1. A block of a tree is a maximal subtree which contains only terminal 
symbols except at the root and leaves. 
The operational translation of a recursive presentation i to a T-restricted counter 
presentation depends on the use of the T-restricted counters to choose what to do 
next after a value for one of the function letters has been obtained. Thus, it depends 
on the block structure of the trees in the recursive presentation. 
DEFINITION 8.2. Let ~ be a simple nonlinear ecursion schema. A consequent of a 
function letter g of 6 ~ is either a block of a tree of 6 ~ with a nonterminal root and g as 
a leaf, or the tree obtained from a consequent of a function letter h be replacing the 
leaf h by g, if g is the root of a tree of a rule of h, or by a block with a terminal root 
and g as a leaf which occurs in a rule of h. 
DEFINITION 8.3. A nonlinear schema 6~ is said to have multiple consequents if ome 
function letter of 6* has more than one consequent. 
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DEFINITION 8.4. Let o ~ be a simple linear recursion schema. A subconsequent of a 
function letter g with head h, is either a block of a tree of a rule of h, with g as a leaf, 
or the tree obtained from a subconsequent of h 2 with head h 1 by replacing the leaf h a 
by g, i fg  is the root of a tree of a rule of ha, or by a subconsequent ofg  with head h a . 
The relation subexpression is the transitive closure of the relation that holds between 
trees t and u when t = u, or there are trees t l , . . . ,  tn and a symbol a such that 
u -- a(q ,..., tn) and t ~- ti for some i. Thus, for example, c(f) is a subexpression of 
c(a(b, c(f))) but c(a) is not. 
DEFINITION 8.5. A linear schema ~ is said to have multiple subconsequents if some 
function letter of e has two subconsequents neither of which is a subexpression of 
the other. 
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the notions of "consequent" and "subconsequent". 
E 1 : 
E 2 : 
SCHEMA 
f(a(g(xfl))) if p(xfl) 
f(xfl) = b(xfl) if q(xfl) 
g(xgl) = { f(c(xgl)) if r(xgl) 
g(d(xgl)) if s(xgl) 
{ g(a(~(xfl)) ) if p Cxfl] 
f(xfl) = b(xfl) if qCxfl) 
gCxgl) = ~ f(a(g(b(xgl)))) if r(xgl) 
L c(xgl) if s(xgl} 
CONSEQUENTS 
f f 
f :  I a g: I a 
I 
g f g f 
f g g 
FiG. 4. Consequents: in 81 , neither function letter has 
function letters have muhiple consequents. 
multiple consequents; in 0*z, both 
E 1 
f2 
SCHB~A 
_~ aCo,c(fCd(xfl))) if pCxfU 
fCXs -L  a(b,g(e(xfl))) i f  q(xfl) 
= ~ cCfCcCxgl))} If r(xgl) 
g(xgl) L eCxgl) %f s(xgl) 
f(xfl) =~a(b,c(f(d(xfl))) if p(xfl) 
L a(b,g(e(xfl))) if q(xfl) 
=~d(f(c(xgl))) if r(xgl) 
g{xg l )  L e(xgl) if s(xgl) 
S~NSEQUENTS 
a b / \ c  f :  ~ b / \ c  " ' "  
I I b / \e f f f 
I 
f 
a 
a 
I b/ \  . . .  
g:  b /a \g  a a ~/ \  ~/ \  i 
Z= \g 
/ \  . . . .  
f :  If I 
f 
d 
I 
g:. b / \g  a . . .  
b/\g 
Fie. 5. Subconsequents: 0*2 has multiple subconsequents; 0*1 does not. 
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THEOREM 8.1. An anarchic mutual recursive presentation (#, f )  is operationally 
translatable into a polynomial time counter presentation if and only if, (~, f )  is simple 
and has neither multiple consequents or multiple subconsequents. 
The proof of the "if" part of Theorem 8.1 will be presented in Section 9 (Propo- 
sitions 9.1 and 9.2). 
Proof of the "only if" part of Theorem 8. I. Suppose the anarchic mutual recursive 
presentation (~, f )  is operationally translatable into the polynomial time counter 
presentation (S,F). By Theorem 7.1, (# , f )  must be simple. 
Suppose (d ~, f )  were nonlinear and had multiple consequents. Then there would be 
computation sequences r, and ~'u fromf(xf)  to trees t and u such that some nonterminal 
g occurred in each with terminal arguments (reached by conservative t rmination) and 
the blocks with these occurrences of g as leaves were distinct and had nonterminal 
roots. Also there would be a computation sequence ~-, from g(x~) to a tree v in which 
f occurred with terminal arguments (reached by conservative t rmination). 
The computation sequences ztrv and r~r~ could be applied successively arbitrarily 
often in any order and then uniformly (conservatively) terminated to produce a 
computation sequence ~'. (It is clear which computation sequence is indicated by the 
concatenation f two computation sequences since the presentation is simple so that 
any tree produced by a computation sequence has at most one occurrence of a non- 
terminal with terminal arguments.) 
Let rl and T 2 be two computation sequences for (g, f )  produced as above by two 
distinct choices of the order of application of ~-t~-, and %%. Let 2' 1 and Z 2 be 
consistent label sequences through S such that rop(2"1) is in Op(ra), and rop(2"2) is 
in Op(72). i = 1, 2, divide 2"i into 2"il up to the predicate statement that begins the 
uniform termination of 7 i and 2~2 from that predicate statement on. Z'la and Z'21 are 
distinct because no predicate symbol appears twice in d ~. 2712 and 2722 must be distinct 
because ach occurrence of a function letter in a tree of ~ covers ome base operation 
symbol not covered by other occurrences of the same function letter. The methods 
of IF, M. R, Theorem 1.2] show that an exponential time counter machine would be 
required to recognize the language of consistent label sequences through S. Thus, 
by Theorem 7.3, (~, f )  cannot have multiple consequents. 
Suppose (6 ~, f )  were linear and bad multiple subconsequents. Then there would be 
computation sequences ~'t and ~-~ fromf(x/g) to trees t and u such that some nonterminal 
g occurred in each with terminal arguments, and the blocks with these occurrences ofg 
as leaves had terminal roots and neither block was a subexpression f the other. An 
argument similar to that of the nonlinear case shows that an exponential time counter 
machine would be required to recognize the language of consistent label sequences 
through S. Thus (@, f )  cannot have multiple subconsequents and this half of the proof 
of Theorem 8.1 is completed. 
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The following example will explore further the above methods of proof. Let 6 ~ 
consist of the branched recursion equations 
t f(a(a(g(b(x))))) if p(x) 
f(x) ~-- f(aCg(c(x)))) if q(x) 
e(x) if r(x), 
g(y) = {f(d(y)) if s(y). 
Then @~ is a simple anarchic recursive presentation which is nonlinear and has 
multiple consequents; the consequents of g are f(a(a(g))) and f(a(g)). Consider 
the consistent erminating computation sequence , indicated by the sequence 
psqsrrr of the roots of its predicate statements. If I is any interpretation to which ~- 
corresponds, then (g, f ) ( I )  = I(e(a(a(e(a(e(d(c(b(x))))))))))) and r is the only termi- 
nating computation sequence corresponding toI. The only sequence in Op(r) has the 
following sequence of roots: pbsdqcsdreareaare. If the counter presentation <S,F)  
were an operational translation of (~ , f ) ,  then there would be a consistent label 
sequence 27 through S such that rop(2:) had this sequence of roots. Moreover, no other 
consistent label sequence through S with its sequence of encountered predicate 
symbols in {(ps), (qs)}* r* could have the final segment from the first r of its operation 
sequence identical with reareaare. The same uniqueness property would hold for any r 
corresponding to a sequence from {(ps), (qs)}* r*. 
If <~, f> were operationally translatable into a polynomial time counter presentation 
<S, F>, then a polynomial time counter machine could recognize the set ~ of consistent 
label sequences through S. The language "2  ---- {xax r ] x ~ {0, I}*, a 6 {0, 1}}" 
[F, M, &R] could be mapped into o//by a gsm map which took the complement ofs 
into the complement of qZ. So ~ could be recognized by a polynomial time counter 
machine. However, Theorem 1.3 of IF, M, &R] states that the recognition of ~o by a 
counter machine requires exponential time. Thus an operational translation of <6 ~ f> 
would have to be at least an exponential time counter presentation. 
9. TRANSLATION ALGORITHMS 
In this section algorithms will be given for the operational translation of simple 
anarchic recursive presentations without multiple consequents or subconsequents into 
polynomial time counter presentations. 
Consider a kind of generalized assignment of the form F 1 ,..., F n ~- t 1 ,..., t,,, 
where F1 ..... Fn are location symbols and t I ,..., tn are trees with symbols from La 
and ~. The notion of the execution of such an assignment by a subgraph of a flow 
chart schema (without branch nodes) is straightforward: ummy location symbols 
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are introduced to prevent side effects when any o f f  1 .... , F n occur in the trees. Thus, 
as a simple case, it is clear that there is a subgraph of a flow chart schema (without 
branch nodes) which executes F ~-- t so that the operation sequence of the sequence 
of lables encountered is the appropriate part of an operation sequence corresponding 
to the application of the rule f (x f f )  - .  t if (p(xff). Such subgraphs or blocks of flow 
chart schemata will be assumed in the following constructions. In these constructions, 
following the format of the rest of the paper, the capitalization of a function letter is 
the location symbol in which the "value" of the function would be stored. To avoid 
cumbersome switching back and forth, capital and small letters will be treated as 
indistinguishable. 
Nonl inear Case 
Let (g~,f) be a simple nonlinear recursive presentation without multiple 
consequents. A counter presentation (S, F)  will be constructed such that its base 
operation symbols and predicate symbols are the same as those of (o~,f) except for 
counter operations and predicates and its location symbols include all the argument 
symbols of (~, f )  and (the capitalized version of) every function letter as well as the 
single counter symbol "C" .  The argument symbols of (S, F)  will be xff. 
Construct a source node for S labeled " IN"  and a sink node labeled "OUT".  For 
each function letter g of (g, f ) ,  construct a branch node named (referred to hereafter 
as) "g iN"  and a branch node named "gOUT" .  Construct an edge from the source 
node to a node labeled "C* - -1"  and construct an edge from this node to f iN.  
Construct an edge lebeled "C  = 0" fromfOUT to the sink node. 
For each ruleg(xs --+ t ifp(xy) of (g , f ) ,  let u be the block of t which contains the 
symbols from xs If u is terminal, construct an edge labeled "p(xs  from giN to a 
node labeled "C  *- C -- 1", construct an edge from this node to a block of nodes 
which executes G ~ u, and construct an edge from this block to gOUT. If u is not 
terminal, it must be of the form h(Ul ..... urn) with Ul ..... um terminal. In this case, 
let k be the number of occurrences of nonterminals in t. Construct an edge labeled 
"p(xy) "  from giN to a node labeled "C +- C + (k -- 1)". Construct an edge from 
this node to a block of nodes which executes xhl,..., xhm +-u  I ,..., u,~. Finally, 
construct an edge from this block to hIN. 
Consider any function letter g 4: fo f  (~ , f ) .  I fg  is the root of a tree of a rule off, 
construct an edge (labeled "C = C") from gOUT to a node labeled "F +-- G" and 
construct an edge from this node tofOUT. I fg  is not the root of a tree of a rule o f f  
and g has a consequent, h(u I ..... urn), then construct an edge (labeled "C = C")from 
gOUT to a block of nodes which executes xhl,..., xhm +- u 1 ,..., Um and construct an 
edge from this block to hlN. 
If f has a consequent, h(u 1 ,..., urn), construct an edge labeled "C :A 0" f romfOUT 
to a block of nodes which executes xhl  ..... xhm +-- u 1 ,..., um and construct an edge 
from this block to hIN. This completes the construction of (S, F). 
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PROVOSlTION 9.1. (~, f> is operationally translatable into <S, F>. 
Outline of proof of Proposition 9.1. The counter C counts the number of non- 
terminals yet to be executed. An induction on the number of (noncounter) predicate 
statements appearing shows that, for each consistent computation sequence r of 
(g, f>, there is a consistent label sequence X (on an initial segment of a path through S) 
such that rop(X) is in Op(r) and valr(C) • the number of nonterminals in the last 
tree of ~-. Similarly, for each initial segment Z' (stopping just before a predicate 
statement) of any consistent label sequence through S, there is a corresponding 
consistent computation sequence r of (@, f>. 
Figure 6 gives an example of the application of the construction algorithm for the 
nonlinear case. 
~g(a(f(b(xfl)))) i f  p(xfl) 
f(xfl)Jf(c(xfl)) if q(xfl) 
~d(xfl) if r(xfl) 
~g(a(f(d(• if s(xgl) 
g(xg l ) Jg (b (xg l ) )  i f  t(xgl) 
(e (xg l )  i f  u(xgl) 
FI6. 6. Operational translation: <g, f> to <S, F>. Nonlinear case. 
Linear Case 
Let (o#, f> be a simple linear recursive presentation without multiple subcon- 
sequents. The counter presentation (S, F> is constructed as in the nonlinear case 
with certain exceptions. Only the exceptions are mentioned. 
The edge from the source node goes to a node labeled "C +-- 0" instead of "C +-- 1". 
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If  the block u of the rule g(xg) ~ t if p(xN) containing the symbols from x37 is 
terminal, the construction is the same as in the nonlinear case except that the node 
labeled "C ~ C -- 1" is removed. If u is not terminal and k is the depth of the other 
block of t, then "C *-- C + h" replaces the label "C  +-- (C q- (k --  1)" of the non- 
linear construction. 
Note that each function letter of N has at most one subconsequent of a given depth. 
Consider each function letter g @ f. Let v be the subconsequent of minimum depth 
of the subconsequents ofg with headf. Let k be the depth of v (possibly 0). Construct 
an edge (labeled "C = C" from gOUT to a node labeled "C +- C -  k". Construct 
an edge from this node to a block of nodes which executes F +-- v. Finally, construct 
an edge from this block to fOUT.  
Let m be the depth of the subconsequent W of minimum depth of the subcon- 
sequents o f f  with headf. Construct an edge labeled "C /> m" f romfOUT to a node 
labeled "C ~-- C --  m". Construct an edge from this node to a block of nodes which 
executes F ~--w and an edge from this block to fOUT.  
It is straightforward to show that, for any function letter h, there is at most one 
subconsequent of a given depth with head h (up to a change in the function letter 
leaf). For each 1 ~ n < m, if there is a subconsequent v of any function letter g 
with head f and depth n, construct an edge labeled "C ~- n" from lOUT to a node 
labeled "C ~-- 0". Construct an edge from this node to a block which executes F ~-- v' 
where v' results from replacing G (or g) by F in v. Finally, construct an edge from this 
$: 
s(xgl) 
FIG. 7. Operational translation: <8 x,f> of Fig. 5 to <S, F>. Linear case. 
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block to the sink node. These constructions dealing with subconsequents replace 
those dealing with consequents in the nonlinear case and the construction of (S, F )  
is complete. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. (d~,f) is operationally translatable into ( S, F). 
Outline of proof of Proposition 9.2. The counter C counts the depth of the operation 
tree yet to be executed after the termination of the nonterminal. The proof follows 
that of Proposition 9.1. 
Figure 7 gives an example of the application of the construction algorithm for the 
linear case. 
COROLLARY 9.3. I f  an anarchic mutual recursive presentation can be translated into 
a polynomial time counter presentation, then it can be translated into a flow chart presen- 
tation augmented by one counter operating in linear time. 
10. CONCLUSION AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
The recursive, time restricted counter, and flow chart presentations have been treated 
as presenting functions of interpretations. Theorem 4.1 describes precisely the "well- 
known" relationship between recursion equations in iterative form and flow charts. 
Theorem 6.1 demonstrates that the recursive method of presenting these functions 
is more powerful than even the counter augmented flow chart method: the first method 
presents functions not presented by the second. Of course, if the flow chart method is 
augmented by a single push-down store which not only can "communicate" with all 
location symbols but is also allowed the "fixed semantics" of the integers (as counters 
are), then this augmented method of presentation is at least as powerful as the recursive 
method; a compiler for recursion equations could be written with such a facility. 
A different point of view on the meaning of Theorem 8.1 and the importance of 
the notion "anarchic presentation" will be given here based on the notion of recursion 
structure. The recursion structure of an expression or tree is the induced ordering on 
occurrences of function letters and argument symbols. More precisely, the relation on 
trees of equivalent recursion structure is the reflexive, symmetric, transitive closure of 
the relation that holds between t and u when (1) t results from replacing some subtree 
of u with root b in ~ by an arbitrary tree of elements o f~ with the arguments of b in u 
replacing some of its leaves or (2) t results from replacing some argument symbol x of u 
by a tree of elements of ~ and f .  Thus, f(b(c(x), d(y)), y) and f(a(y, x, d(e)), b(x, y)) 
have equivalent recursion structure but c(f(b(c(x), d(y)), y) is not in the same equiv- 
alence class. 
DEFINITION 10.1. Two mutual recursive presentations (6 , f )  and (~, f )  have 
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eqmvalent recursion structure if there is a one-one map/3 from the rules of ~ onto the 
rules of 6 2 such that, for each function latter g of 4 , /3  takes rules of g to rules of g, 
and, if/3 takes g(.~:y) -+ t if p(a~) to g(.~]) -+ u if q(xs then t and u have equivalent 
recursion structure. 
Given any mutual recursive presentation, there is one with equivalent recursion 
structure satisfying (1) no base operation or predicate symbol is repeated, (2) blocks 
(of trees of rules of the presentation) with terminal roots have depth 1, (3) blocks with 
nonterminal roots have depth 2, and (4) each occurrence of an argument symbol in the 
tree t of a rulef(~f) ~ t if p(xf) is the leaf of a subtree of the form a(x/),  where a is 
a base operation symbol and each such tree has such an occurrence. Each recursion 
structure equivalence class has a unique canonical representative (first in a lexico- 
graphical ordering induced by some fixed orderings of the alphabets) satisfying these 
conditions. 
If  such a canonical representative is (operationally) translatable into a T-restricted 
counter presentation, then so are all the members of its equivalence class. It is quickly 
decidable whether such a canonical representative is free: it is sufficient o check 
that each nonterminal can be terminated. If a canonical representative is free, then it 
is anarchic. Thus, the theorems of this paper can be viewed as theorems about canonical 
representatives, in which case their statements are much simplified. Theorem 8.1 
characterizes the canonical representatives operationally translatable into polynomial 
time counter presentations a those which are simple and do not have multiple conse- 
quents or subconsequents. Corollary 9.3 says that, for these canonical representatives, 
operational translatability into polynomial time counter presentations implies 
operational translatability into linear time counter presentations with only one counter. 
The reasons for which a mutual anarchic recursive presentation must fail to be 
operationally translatable into a polynomial time counter presentation are reasons 
for which any anarchic reeursive presentation ofwhich it was a (reachable) component 
must fail. Thus Theorem 8.1 provides a characterization f this kind of operational 
translatability for all anarchic presentations. Corollary 9.3 can be likewise extended 
except hat the one counter becomes one counter per component (in the worst cases). 
The translation algorithms presented in Section 9 were found in a search for simple 
mechanical procedures which would look only at the recursion structure and would 
replace mutual recursions by efficient programs. The notion of an anarchic presentation 
arose from a search for a general decidable class of mutual reeursive presentations 
with properties imilar to those of the canonical representatives. The translation 
algorithms apply to any simple recursive presentation without multiple consequents 
or subconsequents. The classification of Theorem 8.1 applies to the class of anarchic 
presentations giving an effective first approximation to a general classification of 
operational translatability into polynomial time counter presentations. However, 
there are nonanarehie presentations to which the classification does not apply. The 
question of the decidability of the property of operational translatability into 
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polynomial time counter presentations and similar questions concerning translatability 
are open. 
The definitions of operational translatability were chosen strong enough to get 
Theorems 4.1 and 7.3. A weaker notion of translatability for which these theorems held 
and for which presentations like (ffl, f )  and (if2 , f )  below were equivalent would 
perhaps be more appropriate ( specially in the nonanarchic case). 
ta(f(b(x)),f(b(x))) if p(x) 
f(x) = tc(x) if q(x) 
tg(f(b(x))  if p(x) 
f(x) = ~c(x) if q(x) 
g(y) = a(y, y) 
General translatability is much less well characterized than operational trans- 
latability. Of course, operational translatability implies translatability. It is known that 
any linear recursive presentation is translatable into a linear time counter presentation 
[P&H]. But, except for the results of Section 6 and those on operational translatability, 
nothing is known about how far this result extends into the nonlinear case. 
It is decidable whether a recursive presentation is simple and has no multiple 
consequents or subconsequents. Thus, the translation algorithms of Section 9 provide 
a well-defined general procedure for programming a wide variety of problems which 
call for recursion in a language like FORTRAN which does not allow recursive 
function definition or for improving the efficiency of the compiled program in languages 
which do have such a facility. The algorithm can be extended to take care of any 
primitive recursions (recursion equations of the form in which primitive recursion is 
defined in [Davis] or [Kleene]) making use of the "fixed semantics" of the successor 
and predecessor functions appearing in primitive recursive derivations (cf. [Rice]). 
Problems to which this procedure does not apply are usually easily recognized and, as 
might be inferred from Theorem 6.1, often involve "tree-structured" computation. 
Thus, the procedure does not apply to the general schema for k-fold recursions of 
[P~ter] for k >~ 2, although it does apply to many simple nonlinear recursions. 
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